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Social contagion research suggests that individual decision making is shaped by collective, social processes. We extend the entrepreneurial optimism literature by arguing that
collective optimism—the shared, positive expectations about future outcomes—is salient
to key entrepreneurial outcomes. We test our position by examining how fluctuations in
U.S. collective entrepreneurial optimism influence venture creation and growth using
1993–2010 NFIB entrepreneurial optimism data. Results indicate that collective entrepreneurial optimism exhibits a curvilinear relationship with venture creation and growth,
which is moderated by environmental dynamism. We validate the NFIB measure by constructing an alternative measure of collective entrepreneurial optimism using media
reports.

Introduction
Optimism is a fundamental building block of entrepreneurship (Cassar, 2010;
Trevelyan, 2008). The expectation that positive events will occur in the future provides
entrepreneurs with the belief that a venture will be successful despite the relatively high
rate of failure common to nascent firms (Hmieleski & Baron, 2009). Indeed, without this
belief many new ventures may never be created (Miller & Sardais, 2015). Consistent with
this notion, a number of studies have found that entrepreneurs are generally more optimistic than nonentrepreneurs (Dushnitsky, 2010; Ucbasaran, Westhead, Wright, & Flores,
2010).
A rich history in the entrepreneurship literature has built knowledge by examining
optimism as an individual characteristic of entrepreneurs (Trevelyan, 2008). This
research finds that optimism is driven by internal, cognitive processes that shape the way
an entrepreneur views the world (Crane & Crane, 2007). When viewed from this
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perspective, at the individual level, entrepreneurial optimism has been shown to influence
opportunity recognition, new venture creation, and venture performance (e.g., Hmieleski
& Baron, 2009; Nieß & Biemann, 2014).
While existing examinations of entrepreneurial optimism have established the importance of optimism at the individual level, optimism research in other fields, such as psychology, economics, and sociology, suggests that our current understanding of optimism
is incomplete (e.g., Bennett, 2011; Biggs, 2003; Segerstrom & Sephton, 2010). Scholars
in these fields argue that an individual’s level of optimism is not just a function of internal
cognitive processes acting in isolation, but also a function of external social processes
shaped by the perceptions of others (Chambers & Windschitl, 2004). Consequently, a key
source of influence on individual optimism is the collective optimism of one’s peers (cf.
Olson, 2006). Collective optimism from this perspective refers to the shared positive
expectations and beliefs about the future among a set of individuals (Bennett). A variety
of fields have undertaken examinations of collective optimism to investigate important
phenomena of interest, such as explaining trends in consumer behavior (e.g., Ludvigson,
2004), the proliferation of social movements (e.g., Ginwright, 2007), and executives’
willingness to make strategic acquisitions (e.g., Gao, 2010). Collective optimism impacts
individual decision making because decisions are frequently made in a social context
where individuals are influenced by the views, expectations, and beliefs of others (Lucey
& Dowling, 2005). As such, collective optimism often becomes an important source of
information to decision makers, especially in situations where uncertainty is high and
objective information is scarce (cf. Bandura, 1998; Benabou, 2012).
Despite the impact of collective optimism to decision making in other fields, its
impact on key entrepreneurial outcomes such as new venture creation and small business
growth remains unexamined. Optimism research in other fields suggests that when the
collective optimism of a population changes over time, these fluctuations will influence
the decision making of members of that population. Failure to explore this relationship
limits our knowledge concerning the impact of optimism on entrepreneurial activity. Consequently, this provides an opportunity to bridge the gap between “what we know” and
“what we need to know” concerning the influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism
on new venture creation and growth.
To build knowledge regarding the nature of collective entrepreneurial optimism and its
impact on entrepreneurial decision making, this study makes three key contributions to the
entrepreneurship literature. First, we examine entrepreneurial optimism at the collective
level of analysis, defining collective entrepreneurial optimism as a consensus positive outlook, which develops through social contagion processes, and which is shared by a population of entrepreneurs concerning the future prospects of their organizations. Our work is
prompted by social psychology research that has advocated for multiple approaches to
studying complex constructs of interest in decision making (optimism, psychological capital, etc.; e.g., Avey, Luthans, & Mhatre, 2008; Peterson & Chang, 2003). This work suggests that constructs such as optimism contain characteristics that are attributable to both
individual and collective levels (Peterson, 2000; Watson, Chemers, & Preiser, 2001).
For our second contribution, we adopt a social contagion perspective to examine how
variations in collective entrepreneurial optimism affect new venture creation and small
business growth over time. Social contagion research explains the spread and diffusion of
beliefs throughout a population of people and the influence of these collective beliefs on
individual actions (Aral & Walker, 2011). Drawing from this literature, we contend that
as collective entrepreneurial optimism rises and falls over time, these fluctuations will
influence new venture creation and small business growth. We examine quarterly changes
in the collective optimism of entrepreneurs in the United States from January 1993
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through December 2010 using survey data collected by the National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB). These data are commonly used in academic research (e.g.,
Chow & Dunkelberg, 2011; Cooper, Woo, & Dunkelberg, 1988) and the Small Business
Optimism Index created from this data regularly receives attention in the popular press
(e.g., Wall Street Journal, 2015). Consequently, these data enable us to examine the
effects of collective entrepreneurial optimism over time using data valuable to both academic and practitioner audiences. Our approach also responds to calls to investigate
entrepreneurial optimism through time (e.g., Ucbasaran et al., 2010).
Our third contribution is to assess and improve the validity of the NFIB Small Business Optimism Index. Construct validity has been a persistent challenge in entrepreneurship research (e.g., Covin & Lumpkin, 2011; McKenny, Aguinis, Short, & Anglin, 2016).
To improve the validity of the Optimism Index in a manner commensurate with entrepreneurship scholarship, we disentangle the components capturing optimism from those capturing entrepreneurial intentions. Consequently, our approach provides useful guidance
to scholars who may use this measure in future empirical efforts. We then follow the previous work of entrepreneurship scholars who have examined collective opinions present
in the mass media to create an alternative measure of collective entrepreneurial optimism
(e.g., Cardon, Stevens, & Potter, 2011). Our alternative measure is constructed through
content analysis of newspaper articles related to entrepreneur/small business optimism.
We demonstrate the convergent validity of the refined survey measure by comparing it to
a measure we create from the content analysis of media reports. In sum, our study is the
first to view entrepreneurial optimism as a collective phenomenon and investigate how
collective entrepreneurial optimism influences new venture creation and small business
growth.

Optimism and Entrepreneurship
Optimism refers to the expectation that positive events will occur in the future and
that these positive events will outweigh other negative events (Scheier & Carver, 1985).
Research investigating optimism and its effects on behavior and decision making has
revealed a complex but powerful construct (Peterson, 2000). Consequently, research
across fields has conceptualized optimism in a variety of ways in order to better understand how optimism operates and influences outcomes at both the individual and collective levels. Individual optimism refers to the positive expectations of a single individual
(Peterson), while collective optimism refers to the shared positive expectations of a set of
individuals (Bennett, 2011).
Entrepreneurship research has generally approached optimism and its effects at the
individual level (e.g., Hmieleski & Baron, 2009; Trevelyan, 2008). Optimism at the individual level is thought to operate through cognitive processes that help shape how the
individual views the world (Peterson, 2000). Some entrepreneurship researchers have
conceptualized individual optimism as an enduring individual difference. Scholars
exploring optimism from this vantage point generally find entrepreneurs to be more optimistic than nonentrepreneurs (e.g., Cooper et al., 1988; Trevelyan). Other research at the
individual level suggests that factors such as increased experience, setbacks, or venture
failure may cause the individual optimism of entrepreneurs to change over time (e.g., Miller & Sardais, 2015; Ucbasaran et al., 2010). For example, because experienced entrepreneurs have failed in the past, they may be less optimistic than less experienced
entrepreneurs (Ucbasaran et al.).
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Research investigating individual optimism has provided key insights into our understanding of entrepreneurial decision making. First, optimism explains why an individual
would launch a new venture despite considerable risk and uncertainty (e.g., Dushnitsky,
2010; Fraser & Greene, 2006). Optimism provides entrepreneurs with the belief that they
will be successful regardless of the high failure rate common to new firms (e.g., Busenitz
& Barney, 1997). Second, optimism is important in opportunity recognition and exploitation (e.g., Ardichvili, Cardozo, & Ray, 2003). Optimism facilitates the recognition of a
greater number of opportunities and encourages a belief that identified opportunities can
be exploited successfully. Third, optimism influences the performance of entrepreneurial
ventures (e.g., Hmieleski & Baron, 2009). Optimism can influence firm performance by
encouraging entrepreneurs to be more open to taking risks, more willing to persevere, and
better able to recognize new opportunities after launch (e.g., Segerstrom & Solberg Nes,
2006). At the same time, optimism may lead an entrepreneur to disregard negative information—potentially compromising decision making, hindering the growth of the firm,
and increasing the chance of failure (e.g., Hmieleski & Baron; Nieß & Biemann, 2014).

Elevating Entrepreneurial Optimism to the Collective Level
Collective optimism broadly refers to the shared positive expectations of a set of individuals (Bennett, 2011). Collective optimism has been attributed to collectives at the
team (e.g., Watson et al., 2001), organization (e.g., Benabou, 2012), and national (e.g.,
Bennett) levels. Unlike individual optimism, which is primarily driven by cognitive processes, collective optimism is typically a function of social processes (Biggs, 2003).
Therefore, its influence on individual decision making occurs because most decisions are
made in a social setting where individuals are influenced by others (Lucey & Dowling,
2005). In particular, individuals often look to others who they view as similar or who are
in similar situations to validate their beliefs. As a result, individuals tend to consider the
optimism of their peers in determining how optimistic they should be regarding their
entrepreneurial aspirations. For entrepreneurs in the United States, this suggests that individual entrepreneurs will consider the optimism of other U.S. entrepreneurs when determining an appropriate level of optimism.
We define collective entrepreneurial optimism as a consensus positive outlook,
which develops through social contagion processes shared by a population of entrepreneurs concerning the future prospects of their organizations. In elevating multilevel
constructs such as optimism, it is important to identify whether the construct is thought
to be isomorphic (e.g., Staw, Sandelands, & Dutton, 1981) or a fuzzy composition (e.g.,
McKenny, Short, & Payne, 2013). In isomorphic multilevel constructs, the meaning of
the construct is thought to be the same at each level. By contrast, in fuzzy composition
constructs, the meaning of the construct may change from level to level (Bliese, 2000;
Morgeson & Hofmann, 1999). While the meaning of optimism is similar at each level,
individual and collective optimism are distinct constructs. At the individual level, optimism is a cognition of the individual, whereas at collective levels it is the shared level
of these individual-level cognitions rather than being a cognition of the collective, suggesting a change in meaning across levels (cf. Bliese; McKenny et al.). Similarly, the
mechanism by which optimism forms differs across levels. At the individual level, optimism forms primarily through cognitive processes whereas collective optimism forms
through social processes. As a result, the nomological networks are likely to differ by
level. For example, individual-level optimism is positively associated with physical
health outcomes (e.g., Bennett & Elliot, 2005), whereas there is no direct analog to
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physical health at the collective level (McKenny et al.). Accordingly, we conceptualize
collective entrepreneurial optimism as a fuzzy composition construct. This is consistent
with other research examining psychological constructs at aggregate levels of analysis
(e.g., McKenny et al.).
Our definition of collective entrepreneurial optimism also provides important information about the nature of the construct. There are two aggregate construct models that
capture the shared agreement of an individual-level phenomenon within a population:
consensus and referent shift (Chen, Mathieu, & Bliese, 2004). In the consensus model,
the referent or target of the individual-level phenomena remains at the individual level
(Chan, 1998; Chen et al.). For example, a consensus view of collective entrepreneurial
optimism would reflect growing agreement among entrepreneurs with the statement “I
am optimistic.” By contrast, in the referent-shift model, the referent of the individuallevel phenomena pertains to the collective (Chan; Chen et al.). A referent-shift view of
collective entrepreneurial optimism would reflect growing agreement with the statement
“We are optimistic.”
While agreement among members of a population is common in research concerning
collective optimism at multiple levels, the appropriateness of the consensus or referentshift model varies from level to level. In small teams, the members may interact frequently and share common goals (Watson et al., 2001). This makes a referent-shift model of
team optimism possible because an individual can be expected to provide a reasonable
assessment of the team’s optimism. By contrast, an individual entrepreneur may have
more difficulty assessing the optimism of the nationwide population of entrepreneurs.
Accordingly, we suggest that collective entrepreneurial optimism at the national level is
best construed as a consensus model construct. This treatment of collective optimism as a
national-level construct where individuals converge on a common level of individual
optimism is consistent with previous work examining optimism at the national level (e.g.,
Olson, 2006).

Social Contagion and the Spread of Collective Entrepreneurial Optimism
Social contagion occurs when individuals use the emotions, beliefs, or behaviors of
others as informational cues that lead these individuals to think or act in a similar manner
(Angst, Agarwal, Sambamurthy, & Kelley, 2010; Burt, 1987). Social contagion is driven
by ambiguity concerning a belief or behavior (Marsden, 1998). When in an ambiguous
situation, individuals will look to others for information about what to believe or do, often
causing individuals to act in similar ways. Social contagion is a commonly used theoretical lens for exploring the adoption and diffusion of ideas, social movements, beliefs, and
behaviors (Burt, 1987; Iyengar, Van den Bulte, & Valente, 2011). For example, social
psychologists and sociologists use contagion to study the spread of unethical behavior
(e.g., Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2009). Marketing and management scholars contend that
social contagion plays a role in the adoption of new products and innovations (e.g., Angst
et al.). The prevalence of evidence for social contagion processes is not surprising given
that the formation of beliefs, decision making, and actions rarely occur in isolation, but
occur in a social context where they can be influenced by others. As such, social contagion often results in a shared set of beliefs among members of a group or population
(Olson, 2006).
Social contagion operates through both individual and collective mechanisms. Individual mechanisms such as social ties and observation of others’ behavior are noted to be
important transmitters of contagious beliefs (Iyengar et al., 2011; Olson, 2006). Mass
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media sources (television, newspapers, social media, etc.) and normative pressures are
collective mechanisms that enable contagion (e.g., Aral & Walker, 2011). While social
contagion mechanisms work together in the spread of collective beliefs, direct observation of these mechanisms in practice is difficult (Van den Bulte & Lilien, 2001).
Certain conditions must be met for social contagion to occur. First, there must be
exposure to the belief or behavior (Meade & Roediger, 2002). This can occur directly
through observing others’ behavior and actions or indirectly through observing others’
behavior in stories propagated by the mass media (Angst et al., 2010; Strang & Soule,
1998). Second, individuals must have the capacity to change their belief or behavior (e.g.,
Angst et al.). Third, there are typically similarities between those who are transmitting
and those who are adopting a belief (Scherer & Cho, 2003). These similarities (e.g.,
career, socioeconomic status) lead the potential adopter to compare his or her situation
with that of the transmitter, giving the potential adopter a reason to consider adoption
(Marsden, 1998).
The spread of social contagion generally occurs in a curvilinear fashion (e.g., Burt,
1987; Onnela & Reed-Tsochas, 2010; Young, 2009). While similarity provides a reason
for an individual in a particular population to look to the beliefs or actions of others in that
population for guidance into their own situation, populations are rarely made up of perfectly homogeneous individuals. Heterogeneity within populations influences contagion
transmission within the population (Young). Heterogeneity within a population suggests
that a subset of the population will more readily adopt a belief (cf. Marsden, 1998). As a
result, during the initial stages of contagion, transmission takes place rapidly for early
adopters. This rate slows as early adopters are exhausted, leaving primarily late adopters
who adopt beliefs at a slower rate (Young). As the adoption of a belief slows, corresponding actions associated with the adoption of the belief slow as well.
There are notable overlaps between social contagion research and collective optimism research. For example, the spread of a contagious idea and the spread of optimism
through a collective both occur because individual belief formation is influenced by
others, and most often by others who are similar (e.g., Benabou, 2012; Scherer & Cho,
2003). Like optimism, a contagious belief can be transmitted in a variety of ways, including observation of others or the media. These overlaps suggest that optimism can be a
contagious phenomenon. This has led some researchers to adopt a social contagion lens
when exploring the role of collective optimism on the prevalence of certain actions taken
by larger groups of individuals (e.g., Huberman & Regev, 2001). Our inquiry builds on
this research as we demonstrate how collective entrepreneurial optimism influences the
creation and growth of small businesses.

Hypotheses Development
Collective Entrepreneurial Optimism and Entrepreneurial Activity
Collective entrepreneurial optimism may emerge and spread among entrepreneurs
and small business owners through a combination of social contagion mechanisms. First,
an entrepreneur may intentionally seek out the opinions of those in similar situations.
Indeed, social ties tend to be particularly salient sources for social contagion (Bond et al.,
2012). Specifically, an entrepreneur may tap other business owners or entrepreneurs in
her social network (e.g., Greve & Salaff, 2003). This is because other entrepreneurs or
small business owners are currently in or have been in similar circumstances. Other entrepreneurs and small business owners face similar constraints and limitations such as
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difficulty obtaining access to financial capital, finding managerial talent, and overcoming
liabilities of smallness (e.g., Bruderl & Schussler, 1990; Schwienbacher, 2007). By communicating with these colleagues to share ideas and beliefs, optimism may be directly or
indirectly communicated, encouraging its spread.
Second, optimism can spread through observing other entrepreneurs and existing
small business owners. Looking to others enables the entrepreneur to reduce the ambiguity and uncertainty that accompanies the launch or growth of a firm (Alvarez & Barney,
2005; Felin & Zenger, 2009). For example, an entrepreneur who witnesses the opening of
new businesses in her city may become more optimistic about her own prospects for success. In addition, entrepreneurs will often mimic the behaviors of others that they see as
similar and successful (Aarstad, Haugland, & Greve, 2010). For instance, if mentors,
friends, or associates of the entrepreneur that are viewed as successful are taking actions
such as seeking financing or engaging in business planning, this could influence a prospective entrepreneur’s level of optimism. Thus, when the behaviors and actions of other
entrepreneurs give the appearance of optimism (e.g., by seeking financing), this provides
justification to others that they should also be optimistic about their own venture.
Third, entrepreneurs may be influenced by mass media sources (cf. Schultz & Achtenhagen, 2013). Media sources both chronicle and shape the prevailing views of the populations they cover (Dahlgren & Sparks, 1994). Television reports, newspaper and
magazine articles, blogs, and social media all serve as potential transmitters of collective
beliefs. In particular, studies have shown the mass media to be reflective of collective
beliefs concerning entrepreneurship (e.g., Cardon et al., 2011). As such, the mass media
is likely a key transmission medium for collective entrepreneurial optimism.
Collective optimism provides individuals with an important piece of information that
enables them to reduce their ambiguity regarding a particular action by providing validation that the action is desirable (cf. Bennett, 2011). Given the importance of optimism to
the decision to launch a new venture (Fraser & Greene, 2006; Trevelyan, 2008), collective
entrepreneurial optimism is likely important to new venture creation. Specifically, entrepreneurs may consider this information in determining how optimistic they should be
regarding the viability of launching a new venture. As such, when collective entrepreneurial optimism rises and falls, it will be reflected in the number of new venture starts.
The social contagion of collective entrepreneurial optimism cannot continue indefinitely. A belief can only spread as far as there is a set of people open to the belief (e.g.,
Marsden, 1998). Further, heterogeneity exists within this set of potential adopters concerning the readiness to adopt a particular belief. As such, social contagion research indicates that the spread of a particular belief is nonlinear, with the adoption of the belief
initially increasing quickly among those most ready to adopt, but slowing over time as later adopters become slower to accept the belief (Young, 2009).
In any population of nonentrepreneurs, some subset of the population will be uninfluenced in their decision to become or not to become an entrepreneur (Sarasvathy, 2004).
However, if the circumstances were right, many individuals would consider becoming an
entrepreneur (Sarasvathy). Collective entrepreneurial optimism is most likely to influence
the decision making of these individuals; however, the level of collective entrepreneurial
optimism required to entice an individual to take action is likely to differ. Individuals in
this group vary in their intentions and aspirations to launch a new venture (e.g., Douglas,
2013; Douglas & Shepherd, 2002). Those with stronger entrepreneurial aspirations may
be quicker to act on information suggesting conditions are right for new venture launch
(Lee & Venkataraman, 2006). Consequently, these individuals are more likely to respond
quickly to changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism and launch a new venture. Other individuals with weaker entrepreneurial aspirations may require more assurance (i.e., a
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higher level of collective entrepreneurial optimism) before taking action. This suggests
that the rate of new venture creation in response to rising collective entrepreneurial optimism will slow over time as the proportion of the population comprised by individuals
with lower entrepreneurial aspirations increases. In all, these factors suggest that collective entrepreneurial optimism will have a curvilinear relationship with new venture creation—the relationship will be positive, but its impact will decline as collective
entrepreneurial optimism increases. Formally,
Hypothesis 1a: The relationship between the level of collective entrepreneurial
optimism and new venture creation is curvilinear: the relationship will be positive,
but the positive influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism will decrease as
the level of collective optimism increases.
Identifying the right time to grow a venture is also fraught with uncertainty (Stone & Brush,
1996). While some small business owners may desire to grow their existing firms, determining when to do so may not be clear. This is particularly difficult for small businesses as they
tend to be much more resource constrained than their larger counterparts, making tools such
as large-scale market analysis unavailable. To make such determinations, they often turn to
their social network and observe the actions of others in similar situations (Macpherson &
Holt, 2007). This suggests that collective entrepreneurial optimism may also influence small
business growth. For those small business owners desiring to grow their firms, collective
entrepreneurial optimism provides information on whether or not conditions are right for
expansion. As the collective consensus toward optimism grows, this gives assurance to small
business owners that their plans will likely be met with success.
Only some small business owners in the United States desire to grow their firm (e.g.,
Douglas, 2013). This suggests that as collective entrepreneurial optimism spreads through
the population of small business owners, those who would potentially act on this increasing collective entrepreneurial optimism is limited. Further, there is considerable heterogeneity among small business owners in the strength of their intentions to grow as well as
their ability to grow the firm (Morrison, Breen, & Ali, 2003). This suggests that those
high in intentions will respond quickly to increasing collective entrepreneurial optimism.
However, after these early actors invest in the expansion of their firms, the remaining population will consist of small business owners with lower intentions or resources for
growth. As a result, the number of small businesses pursuing growth will decline over
time. This suggests that collective entrepreneurial optimism will also have a curvilinear
relationship with small business growth as the relationship will be positive, but its impact
will decline as collective entrepreneurial optimism increases. Stated formally,
Hypothesis 1b: The relationship between the level of collective entrepreneurial
optimism and small business growth is curvilinear: the relationship will be positive,
but the positive influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism will decrease as
the level of collective entrepreneurial optimism increases.

The Moderating Influence of Environmental Dynamism
The macroeconomic environmental dynamism that entrepreneurs face varies over
time, cycling between periods of relative stability and periods of higher dynamism
(Sirmon, Hitt, & Ireland, 2007). Dynamic environments are characterized by unpredictability and change (Dess & Beard, 1984). Such environments increase uncertainty and
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information scarcity for entrepreneurs (Hmieleski & Baron, 2009). This makes rational
decision making based on past experiences difficult and increases information processing
burdens (Chandler, Honig, & Wiklund, 2005). For example, environmental uncertainty
makes forecasts of future sales numbers from past sales figures less reliable. Given the
complications with decision making under the uncertainty caused by dynamism, entrepreneurs often default to heuristics and implicit theories when making decisions (Busenitz &
Barney, 1997). In dynamic environments, the lack of hard information also causes individuals to look to others for information on how they should approach the situation (Angst
et al., 2010; Felin & Zenger, 2009). The views and beliefs of others provide individuals
with information that they can use to reduce uncertainty (e.g., Marsden, 1998). This suggests that if others are optimistic about the prospects of launching or growing a venture
during dynamic periods, entrepreneurs can use the optimism of others to fill the information gaps created by the environmental dynamism. Therefore, while the launch or growth
of a venture is always an uncertain endeavor, during periods of elevated environmental
dynamism, the importance of collective entrepreneurial optimism increases. Formally,
Hypothesis 2a: Environmental dynamism moderates the relationship between collective entrepreneurial optimism and new venture creation, such that this relationship is stronger during periods of high environmental dynamism.
Hypothesis 2b: Environmental dynamism moderates the relationship between collective entrepreneurial optimism and small business growth, such that this relationship is stronger during periods of high environmental dynamism.

The Moderating Influence of Environmental Munificence
Entrepreneurs often must overcome significant resource constraints when launching a
new firm (Bruderl & Schussler, 1990). The ability to obtain needed resources frequently
depends on the level of environmental munificence. Environmental munificence refers to
the abundance of resources in a given environment (Staw & Szwajkowski, 1975). In more
munificent environments, organizations are better able to access the resources they need
than those in more hostile environments (Zott & Amit, 2007).
For new ventures in particular, low environmental munificence can limit the seed
funding available for launch. In periods of low munificence, banks are less willing to
lend to new ventures and equity investment in new ventures falls (e.g., Li, 2008;
Powers & McDougall, 2005). Further, given that periods of low munificence coincide
with economic downturns that have negative personal wealth effects (cf. Braun &
Latham, 2009), fewer personal financial resources or resources from friends and family may be available to the start up. In contrast, in periods of higher environmental
munificence, lending requirements are relaxed, equity investment increases, and personal wealth increases.
A key component in the spread of behaviors or actions is that individuals who wish to
take action can do so (e.g., Angst et al., 2010). For optimistic entrepreneurs, this suggests
that those who wish to launch or grow a venture would need access to seed funding in
order launch a new firm (e.g., Cassar, 2004). If such financial resources are scarce, then
entrepreneurs will have difficulty acting on collective entrepreneurial optimism. By contrast, in periods of environmental munificence—periods where resources are more readily
available (Dess & Beard, 1984)—the influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism on
new venture creation will be strengthened. Stated formally,
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Hypothesis 3a: Environmental munificence moderates the relationship between
collective entrepreneurial optimism and new venture creation such that this relationship is stronger during periods of high environmental munificence.
While the lack of external financial resources may be a salient factor to small businesses
wishing to grow, environmental munificence also impacts the use of internal resources in
small businesses. Existing firms may have accumulated internal resource stocks that
could be used for growth (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003). However, a decline in external
resource availability reduces the ability to utilize internal resources for growth (Heeley,
King, & Covin, 2006). Instead, these existing resource stocks often become buffers
against the decline of external resources (Bradley, Shepherd, & Wiklund, 2011). Therefore, although small businesses may have internal resources at their disposal, these internal resources may become “tied up” when external resources become more scarce. By
contrast, in periods of greater environmental munificence, both external resources and
internal resources become more readily available for use in growing the small business.
Thus, in periods of greater environmental munificence, the influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism on small business growth will be strengthened. Stated formally,
Hypothesis 3b: Environmental munificence moderates the relationship between
collective entrepreneurial optimism and small business growth such that this relationship is stronger during periods of high environmental munificence.

Method
We draw our sample of entrepreneurs and small business owners from data provided
by the National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB) and examine fluctuations
in collective entrepreneurial optimism from 1993 through 2010. NFIB economists track
trends, economic and business expectations, and relevant policy issues related to entrepreneurs and small business owners in the United States by collecting data from their
members. Drawing our sample from a single country allows us to control for any countrylevel differences that might impact the role of collective optimism in new venture creation and small business growth (cf. Coviello & Jones, 2004).
The membership of the NFIB consists of approximately 350,000 entrepreneurs and
small business owners, providing a sizable population from which to collect data. Members are fairly evenly geographically dispersed throughout the United States, with some
overrepresentation in the Midwestern, Plains, and Mountain states (Dunkelberg, Scott, &
Dennis, 2003). The size of the NFIB’s membership suggests that the data collected by this
organization should be reasonably representative of entrepreneurs and small business
owners in the United States. In addition, the survey data collected from the NFIB members has been tested for systematic differences from other sources of entrepreneurship
and small business data, such as Dun and Bradstreet (Dennis, 2009). No systematic differences were found, suggesting that conclusions drawn from these data are externally valid
and generalizable to entrepreneurs and small business owners that are not members of the
NFIB (Dennis). From these data, the NFIB constructs several well-established measures
of entrepreneurial trends such as the Small Business Economic Trends report and the
Small Business Optimism Index (e.g., Chow & Dunkelberg, 2011).
The NFIB defines a small business as an independently owned organization with fewer than 250 employees. Their membership consists of both younger and older firms with
approximately 24% of firms being less than 5 years old and 44% of firms being less than
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10 years old (NFIB, 2008). While entrepreneurs and small business owners are distinct,
research suggests that they are similar in ways that make both fundamentally different
than corporate managers (e.g., Stewart, Watson, Carland, & Carland, 1999). For example,
they face similar constraints and limitations arising from liabilities of smallness, such as
difficulty obtaining access to financial capital, managerial talent, and other resources
(e.g., Bruderl & Schussler, 1990; Schwienbacher, 2007). Therefore, we do not distinguish
between small business owners and entrepreneurs for our analyses (cf. De Jong, 2013;
Lofstrom, Bates, & Parker, 2014).
The data for both of our dependent variables come from the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) and are reported in thousands. Data from government and international databases, such as the BLS or the U.S. Census Bureau, are commonly used to capture national-level entrepreneurial activity (e.g., Chang, Chrisman, & Kellermanns,
2011). Quarterly adjusted data was available beginning in the second quarter of 1993 and
ending in the fourth quarter of 2010 for new venture births in the United States at the time
of writing, which provides us with 71 time periods. To maximize comparability across
models, we use the same time frame for our small business growth measures. Our moderator data were collected from the Federal Reserve Economic Database and National
Bureau of Economic Research over the same time period.

Measuring New Venture Creation and Firm Growth
Our dependent variables measure the creation of new ventures and growth of small
businesses. To capture the creation of new ventures, we use the number of new firms created in the United States each quarter (e.g., Kirchhoff & Phillips, 1988). The Bureau of
Labor Statistics defines a firm birth as the creation of a combination of new factors of production such as organization, fixed assets, and employment (Sadeghi, 2008). When calculating births, events such as mergers, takeovers, reactivations, relocations, and industrial
reclassification of existing businesses are all excluded from the calculation (Sadeghi). To
operationalize firm growth, we use the number of jobs added for businesses with fewer
than 250 employees, which is consistent with the NFIB’s definition of a small business.
For a firm to be considered growing, it must have a positive change in net employment
from the previous quarter. To construct this measure, the number of job losses is subtracted from the number of job gains (e.g., Kirchhoff & Phillips). This process ensures
that job gains are not double-counted. For example, if an employer hired one employee,
lost one employee in the same time period, and hired a replacement, this would result in a
net gain of one job. Without subtracting the job losses, this would provide the impression
that the employer added two positions instead of one.

Measuring Collective Entrepreneurial Optimism
Previous studies have employed a number of approaches to measure entrepreneurial
optimism, such as the Life Orientation Test-Revised questionnaire (e.g., Hmieleski &
Baron, 2009) or by directly asking entrepreneurs to rate their expectations for success
compared to other entrepreneurs (e.g., Cooper et al., 1988). These studies capture the
optimism of individual entrepreneurs and demonstrate the impact of individual optimism
on entrepreneurial outcomes.
Our study seeks to measure the influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism on
entrepreneurial outcomes. This requires us to utilize a different approach to measuring
optimism in order to capture the collective optimism of entrepreneurs across the United
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States. Consequently, we measure collective entrepreneurial optimism using data from
NFIB Small Business Optimism Index (e.g., Chow & Dunkelberg, 2011; Levanon, 2011).
NFIB economists construct an index from member surveys to serve as a barometer for the
collective level of entrepreneurial and small business optimism. The response rate of the
survey varies, but a recent survey drew a sample of 10,799 small-business owners/
entrepreneurs and received 1,699 usable responses, yielding a response rate of 16%
(Dunkelberg & Wade, 2014). Quarterly and monthly estimates of this index are provided
by the NFIB and are corrected for seasonality.
The index consists of 10 equally weighted components, including plans to increase
employment, plans to make capital outlays, plans to increase inventories, expectations that
the economy will improve, expectations that real sales will increase, current inventory, current job openings, expectations of credit conditions, perceptions of whether now is a good
time to grow, and earnings trends. In general, these components capture both expectations
about the future and the intentions of entrepreneurs and small business owners. Techniques
such as correlation analysis and principal component analysis have been used to demonstrate the predictive and convergent validity of the components and support their use as
meaningful measures of business sentiment (Dunkelberg et al., 2003). Economics research
also suggests that this index is a powerful predictor of macroeconomic activity, such as predicting changes in the U.S. gross domestic product (e.g., Phillips, 2003).
Despite the index’s predictive validity, adjustments must be made to enhance the
index’s discriminant validity between optimism and the intentional/behavioral consequences of such optimism. For example, the question “In the next three months, do you
expect to increase or decrease the total number of people working for you?” is similar to
conventional measures of intentions in the entrepreneurship literature (e.g., Li~nan &
Chen, 2009). The question “About the economy in general, do you think that six months
from now general business conditions will be better than they are now, about the same, or
worse?” aligns with the conceptualization of optimism as beliefs and expectations about
the future. While optimism and intentions are closely related (Krueger, Reilly, & Carsrud,
2000), the intentions items must be removed to isolate the influence of optimism. Thus,
we only use the five index items that closely mirror our conceptualization of optimism:
expectations that the economy will improve, expectations that real sales will increase,
expectations of improving credit conditions, perceptions of whether conditions are right
for growth, and current earnings (see the Appendix for the survey questions associated
with these items). Consistent with past conceptualizations of optimism indicating that
optimism is best viewed as a reflective construct (e.g., Crane & Crane, 2007), we view
these items as parallel indicators of the collective entrepreneurial optimism construct.
The Cronbach’s alpha for these five items is .79.

Measuring Environmental Dynamism
Environmental dynamism is often measured as the rate of unpredicted change of an
important variable to firms (Dess & Beard, 1984; Sharfman & Dean, 1991). Frequently,
this is operationalized using variance estimates of sales figures (e.g., Dess & Beard;
Hmieleski & Baron, 2009). For example, industry sales figures may be regressed onto a
given time period and the standard errors for each industry are used to capture industry
dynamism (e.g., Hmieleski & Baron). We apply a similar logic to create a macroeconomic measure of environmental dynamism. Specifically, Dess and Beard use archival data
collected on important market benchmarks to create measures of environmental
12
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dynamism. We use archival data from an important macroeconomic benchmark to create
our measure of environmental dynamism.
As a proxy for environmental dynamism at the macroeconomic level, we estimated
the sales volatility for real retail sales in the United States (e.g., Everett & Watson, 1998).
Real retail sales is a commonly used figure to capture dynamism at the macroeconomic
level of analysis (Alon, Qi, & Sadowski, 2001). For example, the U.S. Federal Reserve
frequently uses retail sales as an indicator of macroeconomic dynamism (Bernanke,
2004). Retail sales are particularly affected by fluctuations in the economy and are highly
volatile during periods of elevated economic dynamism where they often exhibit large
month-to-month swings (Alon et al.). Monthly real retail sales data are available in the
Federal Reserve Economic Database.
Calculations of sales volatility typically rely on the variance of sales over a given
period of time (e.g., Dess & Beard, 1984). Because our data are in quarterly increments,
we measure quarterly estimates of retail sales variance. Using the monthly data, we are
able to directly calculate the variance in retail sales for each quarter and operationalize
this as the standard deviation for each quarter. Quarters with larger standard deviations
indicate more dynamic periods. The standard deviation values are multiplied by our collective optimism values to conduct our tests for moderation.

Measuring Environmental Munificence
At the macroeconomic level, recessions are periods of low environmental munificence (Simpson, 1986). During recessions, consumer demand declines, which in turn
reduces sales and the inflow of cash resources into organizations (Shama, 1993). In addition, credit markets tighten and investment declines (Bernanke, 1981). This suggests that
the amount of available resources in an economy for venture creation and growth is
reduced. Recessionary periods are particularly problematic for new and small firms as
they are more resource constrained than larger firms (Latham, 2009).
To capture the influence of recessions we created a dummy variable equal to zero if a
particular quarter fell during a period of recession and one if there was no recession (e.g.,
Ludvigson, 2004). We use the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) recession
dates to identify which quarters occurred during a recession (cf. Chauvet & Piger, 2008).
The NBER defines a recession as a significant decline in economic activity prevalent
across the economy that lasts more than a few months, which is normally visible in real
GDP, real income, employment, industrial production, and wholesale-retail sales (Issler
& Vahid, 2006). The specific dates for the beginning and end of a recession are determined by the judgment of the NBER’s Business Cycle Dating Committee.

Control Variables
Because new venture creation and small business growth are strongly influenced by
economic conditions, it is important to control for these conditions in a systematic manner
(e.g., Acs & Szerb, 2007). Consequently, we selected common controls in the literature
known to influence new venture creation and small business growth. Entrepreneurship and
economics research has suggested that at the macroeconomic level business cycles, price
conditions, interest rates, and exchange rates all influence new venture creation and small
business growth (e.g., Shane, 1996). The unemployment rate is used to control for fluctuations in the business cycle that influence new venture creation and small business growth
(e.g., Storey, 1991). The real interest rate controls for fluctuations in the credit markets that
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encourage or discourage creation or expansion (e.g., Manigart, 1994). For example, reducing interest rates is done to promote economic activity, including the establishment and
expansion of business activities. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is used to control for the
overall prices of goods, which can influence the price of supplies, inventories, and labor
(e.g., Gorman & Sahlman, 1989). The Trade Weighted U.S. Dollar Index for Major Currencies is inserted to control for changes in the value of the U.S. dollar against major currencies
(e.g., Choi & Prasad, 1995). Given that small businesses make up a large amount of selfidentified exporters (Leonidou, 2004), fluctuations in the price of the U.S. dollar can
encourage or discourage sales and business opportunities abroad.

Statistical Procedure
To conduct the analyses for this study we employ time series regression techniques.
This approach is necessary because our data set presents several concerns that prohibit the
use of ordinary regression, which would not effectively rule out spurious relationships. As
with most macroeconomic data, our data are highly correlated with themselves and with
other variables due to the passage of time (Granger & Newbold, 1974). For example, macroeconomic data have been shown to regularly exhibit serial correlations in excess of .80
(Granger & Newbold, 1974). Serially correlated data violate the independence assumptions
of ordinary least squares regression. Failure to correct for this issue leads to smaller standard errors, heteroscedasticity, and inflated estimates of variance explained. Further, given
that the Pearson correlations also rely upon the independence assumption, it is difficult to
draw meaningful inferences from examining correlations of serially correlated data. We
assess the likelihood of these issues by examining a number of diagnostics.
We utilized OLS models to determine the influence of serial correlation and the presence
of heteroscedasticity. Using these models, we conducted a Durbin–Watson test to examine
the presence of serial correlation in the models’ error terms. A Durbin–Watson score of 2
indicates no problem with serial correlation, while scores less than 2 indicate positive serial
correlation and scores above 2 indicate negative serial correlation (Wooldridge, 2006). The
Durbin–Watson statistics ranged from .89 to 1.25 indicating a strong issue with serial correlation. This suggests that current error terms are largely dependent on past error terms. We
used a Cook–Weisberg test for heteroscedasticity. The tests revealed a threat for heteroscedasticity in all regression models. The presence of heteroscedasticity and strong serial correlation indicate that ordinary regression techniques are not appropriate for our analysis.
To ameliorate these issues, we took three precautions. First, we utilized autoregressive regression techniques inserting autoregressive terms to correct for the influence of time. Given that the Durbin–Watson test only tests for serial correlation in
the first lagged error term, we used partial autocorrelation analysis to determine
how many terms were needed. This analysis indicated substantial serial correlation
in the first lagged time period for most variables suggesting that error terms from
the present were largely dependent on the error terms from the previous period.
After the first period the influence of serial correlation largely disappeared. As such,
we inserted one autoregressive term into the models. Second, robust standard errors
were used to correct for heteroscedasticity (e.g., Enders, 2008). Third, we performed
unit roots tests to check the stationarity of our models (e.g., Saridakis, Marlow, & Storey,
2014). Nonstationary models can arise from persistent trends in a data set. Stationary models
will have unit roots that fall inside the unit circle (i.e., they are real numbers and not imaginary numbers). We tested the unit roots of each model. The results indicate that all unit roots
fall inside the unit circle, suggesting that nonstationary concerns are not introducing spurious
14
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics
Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mean

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

New ventures
198.60 12.67
Small business growth
4,562.64 340.32
.49**
Unemployment rate
5.68
1.55 2.70** 2.80**
Real interest rate
2.74
1.92
.29*
.76** 2.69**
Trade weighted exchange rate
89.12 18.35
.17
.54** 2.48**
.32**
Consumer price index
180.86 23.42
.16
2.70**
.40** 2.63** 2.54**
Collective optimism
97.66
3.72
.54**
.67** 2.57**
.33**
.43** 2.43**
Media optimism
.01
.01
.12
2.21
.14
2.38** 2.13
.39**
.11
Dynamism
871.08 522.68 2.07
2.34**
.16
2.37** 2.06
.30* 2.15
.14
Munificence
.85
.36
.09
.40**
.05
.30* 2.06
.36*
.52** .07 2.35**

*p < .05, **p < .01.

relationships into our model. Because the variables in our analysis were on different numerical scales, it is also important to note that all variables were standardized using z-scores to
facilitate interpretation.

Results
Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations, and correlations among the study
variables. To facilitate interpretation of our collective entrepreneurial optimism measure
and to provide a comparison with the original Index, we rescale the measure to its original
base of 100 (1986 5 100) and reported the corresponding mean and standard deviation.
Thus, an optimism value below/above 97.66 (the 1993 to 2010 mean) indicates that the
level of collective entrepreneurial optimism is below/above its historical average.
Tables 2 and 3 provide the results for our hypotheses tests. Hypothesis 1a proposes
that collective entrepreneurial optimism exhibits a curvilinear relationship with new venture creation. In model 2, the coefficient for collective entrepreneurial optimism is positive and significant (b 5 .14, p < .01) and the coefficient for the quadratic term is negative
and significant (b 5 2.04, p < .01), providing support for hypothesis 1a. Hypothesis 1b
proposes that the collective entrepreneurial optimism exhibits a curvilinear relationship
with small business growth. In model 9, the coefficient for collective entrepreneurial optimism is positive and significant (b 5 .24, p < .01) and the coefficient for the quadratic
term is negative and significant (b 5 2.14, p < .01), supporting hypothesis 1b. Figure 1 provides plots depicting these relationships.
Hypothesis 2a argues that environmental dynamism moderates the relationship
between collective entrepreneurial optimism and new venture creation such that the influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism is stronger during periods of high environmental dynamism. Model 4 includes the interaction term for environmental dynamism
and collective entrepreneurial optimism. Model 7 includes both the dynamism and munificence moderators. In Model 4, the interaction term for dynamism and collective entrepreneurial optimism is positive and significant (b 5 .09, p < .01). In Model 7, the
interaction term for dynamism and collective entrepreneurial optimism is positive and
October, 2016
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†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01

Model
Unemployment rate
Real interest rate
Trade weighted exchange rate
Consumer price index
Collective optimism
Collective optimism squared
Munificence
Optimism 3 munificence
Dynamism
Optimism 3 dynamism
Constant
AR term
Chi square
N

Variables
2
2.18**
.02
.00
.26**
.14**
2.04**

2.08**
.22†
214.57
71

1
2.25**
.01
.01
.20**

2.13**
.52**
84.77
71

Controls

New
ventures

Results for New Venture Creation Models

Table 2

2.01
.09**
2.09**
.20
450.79
71

2.01
2.08
.23†
243.62
71

4
2.18**
.05
.01
.28**
.04
2.02

New ventures
(dynamism
moderator)

3
2.18**
.02
.00
.26**
.13**
2.04**

New ventures
(dynamism
main effect)

2.08**
.23†
248.56
71

5
2.19
.02
.00
.27**
.13**
2.04**
.01

New ventures
(munificence
main effect)

2.07*
.24†
343.21
71

6
2.18**
.02
.00
.27**
.14**
2.05*
.02
.01

New ventures
(munificence
moderator)

7
2.18**
.04
.01
.28**
.04
2.03
.03
.01
2.01
.09**
2.09*
.21
491.28
71

New ventures
with both
moderators
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Model
Unemployment rate
Real interest rate
Trade weighted exchange rate
Consumer price index
Collective optimism
Collective optimism squared
Munificence
Optimism 3 munificence
Dynamism
Optimism 3 dynamism
Constant
AR term
Chi square
N

Variables
9
2.48**
.01
2.06
2.39**
.24**
2.14**

2.02
.45**
268.40
71

2.19†
.47**
80.27
71

Firm growth

8
2.61**
.05
2.03
2.50*

Controls

Results for Small Business Growth Models

Table 3

2.02
.44
291.92
71

2.04

10
2.49**
.00
2.05
2.37**
.23**
2.13**

Firm growth
(dynamism
main effect)

2.06
.21*
2.06
.42*
333.77
71

11
2.47**
.08
2.02
2.35**
.01
2.09

Firm growth
(dynamism
moderator)

2.00
.41*
292.03
71

12
2.49**
.01
2.04
2.37**
.21**
2.13**
.14

Firm growth
(munificence
main effect)

2.01
.43*
295.73
71

13
2.49**
.00
2.04
2.37**
.23**
2.15**
.17
.02

Firm growth
(munificence
moderator)

14
2.48**
.08
.01
2.32**
2.03
2.08
.20
.02
2.05
.22*
2.03
.37†
447.16
71

Firm growth
with both
moderators

Figure 1
(A) New Venture Creation Curvilinear Relationship. (B) Small Business
Growth Curvilinear Relationship

significant (b 5 .09, p < .01). Thus, hypothesis 2a is supported. Model 11 includes the
interaction term for environmental dynamism and collective entrepreneurial optimism.
Model 14 includes both the dynamism and munificence moderators. Hypothesis 2b argues
that environmental dynamism moderates the relationship between collective entrepreneurial optimism and small business growth such that the influence of collective entrepreneurial optimism is stronger during periods of high environmental dynamism. In Model
11, the interaction term for collective entrepreneurial optimism and dynamism is positive
and significant (b 5 .21, p < .05). In Model 14, the interaction term for collective entrepreneurial optimism and dynamism is positive and significant (b 5 .22, p < .05). Thus,
hypothesis 2b is supported. Simple slope plots are provided in Figure 2.1

1. We looked for potential quadratic interactions when examining our moderating relationships. For environmental dynamism, both the coefficient signs and graphs were consistent with a quadratic interaction, but the
quadratic interaction terms did not reach statistical significance at p < .05 (new venture creation, b 5 2.03,
p 5 .23; small business growth, b 5 2.07, p 5 .28). The linear interaction terms for environmental dynamism
are statistically significant when included on their own and when included with their corresponding interaction
terms. We found no evidence of moderation, linear or quadratic, for environmental munificence in our main
analysis. We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting that we examine both linear and quadratic moderation to more clearly understand the nature of our moderating relationships.
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Figure 2
(A) Simple Slopes for New Venture Creation. (B) Simple Slopes for Small
Business Growth

Hypothesis 3a argues that environmental munificence moderates the relationship
between collective entrepreneurial optimism and new venture creation such that high
munificence strengthens the relationship. In Model 6, the interaction term for munificence
and collective entrepreneurial optimism is positive, but not significant (b 5 .01, p 5 .67).
In Model 7, the interaction term is also positive, but not significant (b 5 .03, p 5 .52).
Thus, hypothesis 3a is not supported. Hypothesis 3b argues that environmental munificence moderates the relationship between collective entrepreneurial optimism and small
business growth such that high munificence strengthens the relationship. In Model 13, the
interaction term for munificence and collective entrepreneurial optimism is positive, but
not significant (b 5 .02, p 5 .68) and in Model 14 the interaction term is also positive, but
not significant (b 5 .02, p 5 .52). Thus, hypothesis 3b is not supported. In all, four of six
of our hypotheses are supported.

Robustness Check: Collective Entrepreneurial Optimism in the Media
In order to examine the convergent validity and robustness of our collective entrepreneurial optimism measure, we construct an alternate measure of collective entrepreneurial
optimism using mass media data. We label this measure media optimism in the following
analysis. Social contagion research suggests that the mass media often captures and
reflects collective beliefs (Myers, 2000). As such, if collective entrepreneurial optimism
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is truly a widespread collective belief then we should be able to detect such optimism in
the media. The public nature of media reports allows us to perform this direct assessment.
To capture media optimism, we adapt the approach of Cardon et al. (2011), who used
newspaper articles to examine regional and national attributions of entrepreneurial failure. Similar to their approach, using Lexis/Nexis Academic, we identify articles relating
to entrepreneurial/small business optimism in USA Today published over the time frame
of our study (1993–2010). We search the full text for all articles that mention terms
reflecting entrepreneurial and small business activity, using search terms such as “small
business” and variations of word “entrepreneur” that also utilize terms reflecting optimism as measured by reference to any of the words from the optimism dictionary created
by McKenny et al. (2013). This dictionary includes 90 terms relating to the word optimism. For example, relevant searches include “entrepreneurial optimism,” “small business confidence,” or “entrepreneur’s outlook.” Each article was inspected for relevance
before inclusion. Our final search yielded a total of 242 articles.
After identifying our articles, we employ computer-aided text analysis using Henry’s
(2008) positive and negative tone dictionaries to assist us in determining if the optimism
article was generally positive or negative. For example, an article with a negative tone
indicates that optimism is low or decreasing while a positive tone indicates optimism is
high or increasing. A positive and negative score is computed for each article, then negative scores are subtracted from positive scores to provide us with a relative measure of
positivity/negativity, and each score is standardized by dividing the score by the length of
the article in words. We compute quarterly averages for each time period in our study that
correspond to the quarterly structure of our data.
We then examine the relationships between our original collective entrepreneurial
optimism measure and our media optimism measure. Using our time series models, we
regress our collective entrepreneurial optimism measure created from NFIB survey data
onto our media optimism measure. The coefficient for collective entrepreneurial optimism is positive and significant (b 5 .35, p < .05), suggesting that these variables are significantly related. Next, we plot the z-scores for our collective entrepreneurial optimism
measure and media optimism through time in Figure 3. The figure suggests that both of
these measures exhibit similar patterns over time. Finally, we insert our media optimism
measure into our new venture creation and small business growth models. The media
optimism quadratic terms are negative and significant in both the new venture creation
(b 5 2.03, p < .05) and small business growth (b 5 2.06, p < .05) models, providing further evidence of the curvilinear relationship between collective entrepreneurial optimism
and our dependent variables. However, unlike our main analysis, the hypotheses examining the moderating influence of environmental dynamism are not supported (new venture
creation, b 5 .001, p 5 .67; small business growth, b 5 2.009, p 5 .63). This could be
due to the statistical power in our sample paired with smaller effect sizes. While computerized content analysis measures are valuable in capturing latent constructs in texts, measurement error associated with these measures can lead to an underestimation of effect
sizes (cf. McKenny et al., 2016). As such, additional power may be needed to detect moderating effects when using the media optimism measure.
Taken together, the similarities between our media optimism and collective entrepreneurial optimism measures suggest that these measures are representative of the same
underlying phenomenon: collective entrepreneurial optimism in the United States. Our
analysis also provides additional evidence of the convergent validity of our NFIB surveybased measure of collective entrepreneurial optimism and suggests that this measure is
not just reflective of NFIB members or another population subset. Last, our analysis
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Figure 3
Collective Entrepreneurial Optimism versus Media Optimism

suggests that scholars wishing to conduct future research on collective entrepreneurial
optimism could operationalize this construct using data extracted from the mass media.

Additional Robustness Checks
We perform two additional robustness checks on our results. A common issue with
historical time series analysis is that data often exists over only limited time frames.
While our analysis covers a 17-year time period, the quarterly reporting of the dependent
variables limits the overall sample size of our study. Resampling techniques enable
researchers to manage these limitations and reduce potential estimation biases that may
result from smaller samples (e.g., Beck & Katz, 1995). To check the robustness of our
results, we utilize a jackknife resampling technique, which is particularly useful for estimating the robustness of autoregressive models (Chambers, 2013). The results from our
jackknife estimations are very similar to the original results—providing confidence in the
original estimations. These results are available from the authors upon request.
We also took steps to rule out concerns of reverse causality in our models using Granger causality tests. Granger causality tests are used to determine if one time series predicts
another time series (Granger, 1988). Thus, we can use Granger2 causality tests to further
determine if collective entrepreneurial optimism provides statistically significant information about the future values of new venture creation and small business growth, and
test for the reverse, which might indicate an issue with reverse causality. Our Granger
2. To calculate a Granger causality test, we first estimated a vector auto-regression model (VAR). VAR
models are multivariate times series techniques where one dependent variable is regressed on another dependent variable and vice versa while correcting for auto correlation. The values are then used to compute the
Granger causality tests.
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causality tests suggest that collective entrepreneurial optimism predicts new venture creation (v2 5 17.84, p < .01) and small business growth (v2 5 8.41, p < .01). We found no
evidence of the reverse: new venture creation (v2 5 .35, p 5 .55) and small business
growth (v2 5 .02, p 5 .89). As such, our new venture creation and small business growth
models do not suffer from reverse causality.

Post Hoc: The Influence of Changes in Collective Entrepreneurial Optimism
To lend additional support to the contagion arguments in our hypotheses, we investigate the influence of past changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism on our dependent variables. Social contagion occurs, in part, because individuals update their beliefs
to coincide with the changing beliefs of a collective (Young, 2009). This implies that the
changing beliefs of the collective alter the current situation (i.e., beliefs) of the individuals
in that collective. Individuals are often more sensitive to changes in their current situation
than to the particular situation itself (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). This occurs because
beliefs typically have a reference point upon which they are anchored (Hogarth & Einhorn, 1992). One may not be overtly aware of this reference point until something alters
the current situation. When a change does occur, it invokes a cognitive response to examine deviation from the reference point (Hogarth & Einhorn).
Time series models allow researchers to examine how the magnitude of past changes
in variables affects outcomes. This can be accomplished by introducing lagged differences over several periods into the model (e.g., Enders, 2008). We utilize this feature and
introduce lagged differences of our collective entrepreneurial optimism measure that cover the course of an entire year. This creates a model that includes both the current level as
well as recent changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism. These models provide different types of information to researchers. In our case, the first collective entrepreneurial
optimism coefficient captures the change from the previous quarter to the present time
period. However, this term is mathematically equivalent to a coefficient for the current
level of collective entrepreneurial optimism. This term can be interpreted like a standardized regression coefficient. The remaining terms capture the changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism from one quarter to the next. When interpreting these change terms, the
first coefficient serves as a control for the current level of collective entrepreneurial optimism, allowing the other change coefficients to be interpreted purely as previous changes in
collective optimism that are independent of the current level of collective entrepreneurial
optimism. These terms indicate that the current values of the dependent variables are functions of both the current level of optimism and past changes in optimism.
The results for our post hoc tests are presented in Table 4. We also provide models
that include lagged changes of the interaction terms. Unfortunately, we could not provide
a model including both interaction terms in the same model. The inclusion of lagged
changes of both interaction terms in one model causes collinearity to become very high
and leads to coefficient instability. Consistent with social contagion logic, the results of
our post hoc analysis indicate that past changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism
play a significant role in predicting current venture creation and small business growth
when controlling for the current level of collective entrepreneurial optimism. These
results suggest that to understand the complete influence of collective entrepreneurial
optimism on entrepreneurial phenomena, one must be cognizant of the current level as
well as the magnitude of past changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism.
Our analysis also yields some evidence supporting hypothesis 3a. In Model 17 we
found that the interactions are positive with the first change approaching significance
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Table 4
Changing Collective Optimism on New Venture Creation and Growth

Variables
Model
Unemployment rate
Real Interest rate
Trade weighted
exchange rate
Consumer price index
First change
1st lagged change
2nd lagged change
3rd lagged change
Munificence
Optimism 3 munificence
1st lagged change
2nd lagged change
3rd lagged change
Dynamism
Optimism 3 dynamism
1st lagged change
2nd lagged change
3rd lagged change
Constant
AR term
Chi square
N

New
ventures

New
ventures
and
dynamism

New
ventures
and
munificence

Firm
growth

Firm
growth
and
dynamism

Firm
growth
and
munificence

15
2.32**
2.02
2.02

16
2.32**
2.02
2.01

17
2.31**
2.03
2.01

18
2.75**
2.16
2.11

19
.70**
.04
2.07

20
2.72**
.00
2.04

.22**
.13**
.09†
.12**
.04

.23**
.09†
.06
.08†
.01

.23**
.14**
.10*
.11*
.04
.12
.04†
.02
.01
.05*

2.49**
.25*
.20
.38**
.07

2.45**
2.04
.00
.14
.05

2.43**
.12
.07
.30*
.02
.32
2.05
.00
2.03
.12

2.09*
.55**
145.68
68

2.01
.05*
.03
.03
.04
2.12**
.60**
214.12
68

2.17
.56**
235.57
68

2.05
.21*
.21†
.23*
.03
2.17*
.47**
310.05
68

2.10**
.58**
178.31
68

2.12
.30
270.65
68

†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01

(b 5 .04, p 5 .06) and the last change is significant (b 5 .05, p < .05). Thus, we found
some support that munificence strengthens the impact of collective entrepreneurial optimism on new venture creation.

Post Hoc: Geographic Heterogeneity in Collective Entrepreneurial
Optimism
Because geographic heterogeneity may result in differences in collective entrepreneurial optimism, we again follow the process used by Cardon et al. (2011), who examined articles published by major newspapers in different regions of the United States to
investigate cultural attributions of entrepreneurial failure. We select the primary daily
newspapers in six major metropolitan areas—Atlanta, Austin, Chicago, New York, San
Jose, and Washington, DC—that provide exemplars of the Deep South, Southwest, Midwest, East Coast, West Coast, and Mid-Atlantic regions. Our final search yielded a total
of 604 regional articles over the time frame of our study (1993–2010). Unlike our national
data using USA Today, our regional data exhibit several time gaps where data may be
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Table 5
Comparison of Regional Media Optimism

Austin
Atlanta
Chicago
New York
San Jose
Washington
USA

Austin

Atlanta

Chicago

New York

San Jose

Washington

USA

.01
.66
2.66**
3.77**
1.14
2.44*
21.97

.13
1.47
2.40*
.24
1.35
2.97

.01
1.11
21.50
2.08
.53

.01
22.60*
21.14
1.58

.01
1.35
2.89

.01
.43

.01

*p < .05, **p < .01

missing for some quarters, which make comparisons over time difficult. Therefore, we
use the moving averages to impute the data for any missing time gaps in order to provide
a balanced comparison across all newspapers (cf. Montgomery, Jennings, & Kulahci,
2015).
To identify differences among the geographic regions, we conduct mean comparison
t-tests of the net tone scores for each region and plot the polynomial trend lines for each
region over time alongside our national-level collective entrepreneurial optimism measure using NFIB data. We provide the mean comparisons in Table 5, where the diagonal
provides the mean relative tone score for each region and below the diagonal provides the
t-value for each test. The mean comparisons show that 5 of the 15 regional comparisons
tests are statistically significant, while the other 10 are not. In addition, none of the regions
were significantly different from our national media optimism measure using USA Today
data. In Figure 4, we also plot the polynomial trend lines for each region alongside the
trend line for our measure using NFIB survey data. It does not appear that changes in optimism are dramatically different among regions. However, these regions do not move in
perfect lockstep with each other either, suggesting that some geographic differences exist.
Overall, we conclude that while there was some evidence of heterogeneity, collective
entrepreneurial optimism was not so heterogeneous across regions that our examination
of U.S. collective entrepreneurial optimism is not meaningful.

Discussion
While optimism has played a key role in understanding the impact of entrepreneurial
cognitions on new venture creation, our work extends our understanding of entrepreneurial optimism in several ways. First, we extend entrepreneurial optimism to the collective
level of analysis. In doing so, we lay the foundation for a collective entrepreneurial optimism construct. Second, we draw from the social contagion perspective to explain how
collective entrepreneurial optimism manifests among entrepreneurs and influences the
decision to launch or grow a new venture. Consequently, we answer calls to further
explore the role of entrepreneurs’ expectations in new venture creation (e.g., Townsend,
Busenitz, & Arthurs, 2010). Third, we show how an existing economic measure of entrepreneur and small business sentiment (i.e., the NFIB Optimism Index) can be adapted so
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Figure 4
Trend Lines of Optimism Scores by Region

that it more closely aligns with theoretical conceptualizations of optimism in the management and entrepreneurship literatures. We compare our collective entrepreneurial optimism measure created from NFIB survey data to a measure created from examining mass
media publications. Our results provide evidence of the validity of our adaptation of
NFIB Optimism Index to represent aspects of collective entrepreneurial optimism in the
United States.
Our findings were generally supportive of collective entrepreneurial optimism’s curvilinear relationship with entrepreneurial activity. We also found that dynamism moderated this relationship. However, we did not detect a moderating relationship of
environmental munificence on the collective entrepreneurial optimism–entrepreneurial
activity relationships. We did, however, find some support for Hypothesis 3a in our post
hoc analysis when munificence was lagged. This discrepancy in findings may be due to
the time it takes for resources to be acquired and deployed (cf. Maritan & Peteraf, 2011).
Without resources, even an optimistic entrepreneur cannot launch or expand a firm. However, given the resource intensity of launching or expanding a firm, entrepreneurs need to
begin identifying these resources in advance of the launch or expansion. Thus, the environmental munificence in the quarters leading up to the intended entrepreneurial action is
likely to influence whether the entrepreneur is able to execute. If this time period coincides with hostile conditions (i.e., low environmental munificence), the entrepreneur is
less likely to successfully acquire sufficient resources, decreasing their ability to take
action on their optimism at the end of this window. This finding is consistent with previous research investigating how munificence may influence the use and timing of resources
(e.g., Bradley et al., 2011).
Another explanation for why munificence did not moderate the relationship of collective entrepreneurial optimism with entrepreneurial activity in our main hypotheses test
might arise from the push hypothesis of entrepreneurship (i.e., Storey, 1991). The push
hypothesis suggests that in hostile environments, individuals who are unemployed or may
soon become unemployed will be more likely to launch a new venture to provide some
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income for the individual and their family (Storey). Given the scarcity of external resources, these individuals are likely to use bootstrapping to launch their ventures. Further, the
need to launch a new venture may make collective entrepreneurial optimism less relevant
to the decision to launch. In such cases, there is no reason for collective entrepreneurial
optimism and environmental munificence to jointly influence the launch of a new business. However, the survival and performance implications of starting a venture when the
entrepreneurial community is not optimistic is not well understood. Future research might
use survival analysis to examine the accuracy of collective entrepreneurial optimism during times of low environmental munificence by examining the survival of bootstrapped
ventures launched during recessions.

Future Research
In this study, we used social contagion research to better understand the relationship
between collective entrepreneurial optimism and entrepreneurial activity. In doing so, we
respond to calls for cross-level research involving entrepreneurial phenomena (e.g.,
Hmieleski & Baron, 2009; Shepherd, 2011). Future research might advance our understanding of collective entrepreneurial optimism’s role in entrepreneurial phenomena by
extending other cross-level social psychological theories. For instance, social exchange
theory suggests that individuals engage in a cost-benefit analysis in their interactions with
both other individuals and collectives (Flynn, 2005). Because optimism shapes an individual’s beliefs about future outcomes, collective optimism at the firm level is likely to
shape the exchange relationships within the venture, influencing the development of organizational culture, the willingness of employees to be led by the entrepreneur, and ultimately new venture performance.
We conceptualize collective entrepreneurial optimism as a fuzzy composition construct, suggesting that the nomological networks of individual and collective optimism
may differ (cf. Bliese, 2000). However, because collective optimism influences and is
influenced by the individual-level optimism of the collective’s members, there is likely to
be considerable overlap among the constructs’ nomological networks. Future research
should examine what relationships from individual optimism research also hold for the
collective optimism construct. In particular, since individual optimism influences actions
through cognitive mechanisms, it would be valuable to compare the extent to which cognitive or social mechanisms mediate the relationship between collective entrepreneurial
optimism and entrepreneurial outcomes.
Entrepreneurship scholars have called for further investigation into the motivational
antecedents of entrepreneurial decision making and action (Shepherd, Williams, & Patzelt,
2015). Consistent with research suggesting that optimism contains a strong motivational
component (e.g., Peterson, 2000), our study indicates that collective entrepreneurial optimism is strongly associated with new venture creation and small business growth. Future
research could extend our findings by exploring the relationships between changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism and other motivational antecedents of entrepreneurship.
For example, entrepreneurs with a prosocial motivation frequently attempt to address troubling social problems rather than pursuing solely commercial ventures (e.g., Elkington &
Hartigan, 2013). Given the difficulty of addressing social problems through entrepreneurship, it is possible that recurring exposure to barriers to social change may erode motivation
toward solving this problem over time, inducing a feeling of learned helplessness. However,
research has found that optimism can alleviate this feeling of learned helplessness by reducing feelings of depression and encouraging resilience (Seligman, 2011). Accordingly,
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future research might examine the role of collective optimism in the persistence of social
entrepreneurs in alleviating social problems.
This study indicates that collective entrepreneurial optimism predicts entrepreneurial
entry. However, recently scholars have called for more attention to be given to entrepreneurial exit (e.g., DeTienne, 2010). Future studies could address this call by examining
trends in optimism and their influence on the decision of when to exit a firm. For instance,
experienced entrepreneurs are more likely to exit when the firm is performing well, such
as harvesting the firm for profit (Wennberg, Wiklund, DeTienne, & Cardon, 2010). By
contrast, less experienced entrepreneurs are more likely to exit when the firm is performing poorly in order to avoid failure (Wennberg et al.). This suggests that changes in collective entrepreneurial optimism may be interpreted differently among experienced and
inexperienced entrepreneurs. Experienced entrepreneurs might view increases in collective entrepreneurial optimism as an opportunity to cash in on inflated expectations. Inexperienced entrepreneurs might be more likely to exit when collective entrepreneurial
optimism is decreasing, interpreting this as a signal of increasing chance for failure. A
future study might test this notion by comparing the timing of exits of novice and serial
entrepreneurs with respect to the level of collective entrepreneurial optimism.

Implications for Practice
It is common for policy makers to champion the promotion of policies favorable to
entrepreneurs and small business owners (cf. Shane, 2009). Our results suggest that if policy makers want to promote entrepreneurial activity, finding ways to increase collective
optimism through policy may be an effective means for accomplishing this. However,
promoting entrepreneurship may not always be good public policy in the long run (e.g.,
Shane). High optimism often hurts the performance of entrepreneurial organizations in
the long run as it can lead to poor decision making (e.g., Hmieleski & Baron, 2009). For
example, if collective entrepreneurial optimism is artificially inflated by policy makers,
entrepreneurs may prematurely make significant resource commitments to launch or
grow a venture. If the future is less positive than expected by entrepreneurs, this can result
in financial troubles for these ventures who would not have acted without the policy maker’s action. Accordingly, promoting policies that increase collective entrepreneurial optimism may increase start ups and firm growth in the short term, but may lead to an
increase in company failures and wasted resources in the long term.

Limitations
Our findings should be understood in the context of our study’s limitations. First,
while our results are consistent with social contagion theory and work suggesting that collective optimism informs individual decision making (e.g., Angst et al., 2010; Bennett,
2011), we cannot directly observe the decision processes of the entrepreneurs or small
business owners who choose to launch or grow a venture. As such, we cannot determine
exactly how these individuals are using or interpreting collective entrepreneurial optimism. Future research could directly examine how collective entrepreneurial optimism
influences decisions by observing the responses of entrepreneurs to media reports that
indicate either an increase or decrease in collective entrepreneurial optimism. Second,
our sample is drawn from a population of entrepreneurs in the United States. This is valuable because of the prevalence of entrepreneurship in the United States and because U.S.
entrepreneurs often share similar attitudes, aspirations, and perspectives with non-U.S.
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entrepreneurs (e.g., Dodd, 2002). However, the results of our study may not generalize to
all countries (e.g., Mueller & Thomas, 2001). For instance, the United States’ economic
and legal structures allow entrepreneurs to act on their optimism. In more restrictive
countries, optimism may play less of a role in new venture creation due to institutional
constraints. Further, institutional or cultural pressures may dampen collective
entrepreneurial optimism even if the entrepreneurs do have the freedom to act. Future
research might examine the generalizability of and extend our findings by comparing the
relative strength of individual and collective entrepreneurial optimism in cultures with
varying levels of national collectivism and types of collectivism (e.g., patriotism and
nationalism, familism and localism).

Conclusion
Uncovering the antecedents of new venture creation and growth is a cornerstone of
entrepreneurship research. We extend our knowledge of entrepreneurial optimism by
demonstrating the importance of collective entrepreneurial optimism to new venture
launch and small business growth. For entrepreneurship scholars, this suggests that a
broader perspective of entrepreneurial optimism involving the beliefs of others should be
taken to further unpack the optimism–entrepreneurship relationship. For practitioners,
our findings suggest that entrepreneurs should be aware of the presence of collective
forces that may impact their decision to engage in venture creation and growth.

Appendix: Small Business Survey Questions Used
to Construct Collective Optimism Measure
1. Do you think the next three months will be a good time for small business to expand
substantially? Why?
2. About the economy in general, do you think that six months from now general business
conditions will be better than they are now, about the same, or worse?
3. Were your net earnings or “income” (after taxes) from your business during the last
calendar quarter higher, lower, or about the same as they were for the quarter before? If
higher or lower, what is the most important reason?
4. Overall, what do you expect to happen to real volume (number of units) of goods and/
or services that you will sell during the next three months?
5. Do you expect to find it easier or harder to obtain your required financing during the
next three months?
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